COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the matter of: APPLICATION OF KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY FOR AN ADJUSTMENT OF ITS ELECTRIC RATES

In the matter of: ELECTRONIC APPLICATION OF LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR AN ADJUSTMENT OF ITS ELECTRIC AND GAS RATES

KENTUCKY SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION’S POST HEARING BRIEF

Comes the Kentucky School Boards Association (“KSBA”), by counsel, and submits the following post-hearing brief:

As previously indicated KSBA supports the settlement agreement executed by the parties in this matter including the Addendum to Stipulation and Recommendation. KSBA worked in conjunction with Kentucky Utilities (“KU”) and Louisville Gas and Electric Company (“LG&E”) here to arrive a resolution to avoid Commission disfavored cost-shifts.1

As addressed in the Addendum to Stipulation and Recommendation 2, KU and LG&E agreed to a rate design concession for Power Service (Rate PS) aiding low load factor ratepayers such as K-12 public and private schools by, “recover(ing) more of the revenue increase through


energy charges than demand charges as compared to the Utilities’ filed allocation and rate design.” 3 Witness Seelye referred to this rate design concession as a “tilt” 4 which is commonly used in rate design and as addressed in the Addendum to Stipulation and Recommendation, “[t]his rebalancing of the energy and demand charges did not result in a cost shift to other rate schedules.” 5

Simply put, KSBA takes no position on the “carved out” litigated matters and KSBA respectfully requests that the Commission approve the Stipulation and Recommendation in whole along with the Addendum to Stipulation and Recommendation in this matter including the rate design concession to Rate PS.
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3 Id.

4 It is anticipated that there is an approximate 5% “tilt” allocating more of the rate increase to energy charges versus demand charges. While the dollar benefit here may not be the same as the now terminated K-12 Pilot School Tariff on an annual basis, KSBA hopes the “tilt” as a rate design concession continues going forward through future rate cases and perhaps may be expanded if justified.

5 Id.
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